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Is earth tremor good 5e

DnD Spells List allows you to create your own spell book for your character! At the top of the table, click the red Create your spellbook button to enter in spelling book selection mode. Once you get in, you have the spells you want by clicking on the checkbokx in the left side of the spell in the table, this way, it will be added to your spell book in this section of
the page. Roll initiative and have fun! 2020-05-11, 7:57 a.m. (ISO 8601) Edit: Doh! Yes, diameter, no radius!!! The spell range is recorded as 10 feet, and the description states: You are causing a tremor in the ground within range. Any creature other than you in that area has to throw a Dexterity rescue. The problem is that it does not contain any of the 5
types of areas of effect (Kegel, Cube, Cylinder, Line or Sphere), nor does it specify a purpose or point of origin. Since range is usually measured from the outside of your square, the clearest way I can read this is like a 25' circle, assuming the caster is medium or small. I realize it's kind of a garbage spell, but I'm considering it on an EK/Wizard I'm playing in a
Roll20 game. The DM likes to throw a bunch of mooks at us at the same time and this can be useful to slow them down. Has anyone ever used this spell? How did you implement it, and did you find it effective/useful? Last edited by Crgaston; 2020-05-11 at 10:17 a.m. 2020-05-11, 08:10 AM (ISO 8601) I think it was probably meant to range of itself as
thunderwave. What's the point of living if you're not deadlift? All credit for the amazing avatar goes to thoroughS 2020-05-11, 08:26 AM (ISO 8601) That would be a 25' diameter AoE, not radius. As for the question, that's how I read it, affects all squares within 10ft of the caster. 2020-05-11, 09:50 AM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Crgaston The spell range
is listed as 10 meters, and the description states: You are causing a tremor in the ground within range. Any creature other than you in that area has to throw a Dexterity rescue. The problem is that it does not contain any of the 5 types of areas of effect (Kegel, Cube, Cylinder, Line or Sphere), nor does it specify a purpose or point of origin. Since range is
usually measured from the outside of your square, the clearest way I can read this is like a 25'r circle, assuming the caster is Medium or Small. I realize it's kind of a garbage spell, but I'm considering it on an EK/Wizard I'm playing in a Roll20 game. The DM likes to throw a bunch of mooks at us at the same time and this can be useful to slow them down. Has
anyone ever used this spell? How did you implement it, and did you find it effective/useful? It's a diameter of 25 feet, not a 25-foot radius. Otherwise, yes, if the caster is medium. It is if the caster is larger (which in some way seems suitable for a spell about breaking the ground). A few other effects are measured in the same way, such as Paladin auras or or
They come from all over the creature's space. Last edited by LudicSavant; 2020-05-11 at 09:59. 2020-05-11, 09:57 AM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Crgaston I realize it's some kind of a garbage spell, but I'm considering it on an EK/Wizard I'm playing in a Roll20 game. The DM likes to throw a bunch of mooks at us at the same time and this can be useful
to slow them down. Has anyone ever used this spell? How did you implement it, and did you find it effective/useful? I use it on my gish wizard. It's... Alright. It gets a lot of flak for its 'melee' range and dealing with low damage, but the sensitive and difficult terrain is worth it. Damage is worthless unless it kills after all, so the fact that it can control crowd in two
ways is where the value is. The fact that it hits allies makes it a little tricky to use, but you get a lot of mileage out of it. It's also one of the few first level AoE spells I've come to notice, so that's a plus against hordes of enemies. The only thing I actively dislike is the fact that you get a little caught after casting because it takes 20 feet of movement to leave the
affected area. But for a tank, that's not such a problem. Subjectivity is involved in all messages. Given the opportunity, the players will optimize the fun from a game. Soren Johnson's Game Design Journal 2020-05-11, 10:02 AM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Crucius I use it on my gish wizard. It's... Alright. It gets a lot of flak for its 'melee' range and dealing
with low damage, but the sensitive and difficult terrain is worth it. Damage is worthless unless it kills after all, so the fact that it can control crowd in two ways is where the value is. The fact that it hits allies makes it a little tricky to use, but you get a lot of mileage out of it. It's also one of the few first level AoE spells I've come to notice, so that's a plus against
hordes of enemies. The only thing I actively dislike is the fact that you get a little caught after casting because it takes 20 feet of movement to leave the affected area. But for a tank, that's not such a problem. Depending on your Str, you can jump Yoda over/out of the DT. I have a player who wanted to build a PC that emulated the jumping barbarian of Diablo
2. The jump spell + earth tremors pulled it out pretty well as a druid + monk multiclass. What's the point of living if you're not deadlift? All credit for the amazing avatar goes to thoroughS 2020-05-11, 10:53 AM (ISO 8601) Yes, in my dotage I confused radius and diameter. Luckily you all realized what I meant... 25'r would be a little bit OP for a 1st level spell. :)
Originally posted by LudicSavant a 25 foot diameter, not a 25 foot radius. Otherwise, yes, if the caster is medium. It is larger when the caster is larger (which in some way seems suitable for a spell about breaking the ground). A few other effects are measured in the same way, such as Paladin Paladin or Thunderclap. They come from all over the creature's
space. Cool... This character is based on a Rune Knight I ran before we had to switch to Roll20, so Enlarge will be a core spell if it gets high enough level. Originally posted by Crucius I use it on my gish wizard. It's... Alright. It gets a lot of flak for its 'melee' range and dealing with low damage, but the sensitive and difficult terrain is worth it. Damage is
worthless unless it kills after all, so the fact that it can control crowd in two ways is where the value is. The fact that it hits allies makes it a little tricky to use, but you get a lot of mileage out of it. It's also one of the few first level AoE spells I've come to notice, so that's a plus against hordes of enemies. The only thing I actively dislike is the fact that you get a
little caught after casting because it takes 20 feet of movement to leave the affected area. But for a tank, that's not such a problem. Good to know, thanks! Originally posted by stoutstien Depending on your Str you can jump Yoda over/out of the DT. I have a player who wanted to build a PC that emulated the jumping barbarian of Diablo 2. The jump spell +
earth tremors pulled it out pretty well as a druid + monk multiclass. Haha sweet... He has jump though and soon will be an enlarged Jumping wrecking ball! 2020-05-11, 11:34 (ISO 8601) It's an evocation spell so an evoker wizard can sculpt around allies and use it on the front line to narrow some targets sensitively and do a little damage. Other than that, I
think the spell would have been better written with a range of itself and a radius of 10' because that's the format used for other spells centered on the caster. 2020-05-11, 12:39 pm (ISO 8601) Originally posted by stoutstien Depending on your Str you can jump Yoda over/out of the DT. I have a player who wanted to build a PC that emulated the jumping
barbarian of Diablo 2. The jump spell + earth tremors pulled it out pretty well as a druid + monk multiclass. Wow wow woah. This. I like this. My Str is decent, so it's worth a shot! Subjectivity is involved in all messages. Given the opportunity, the players will optimize the fun from a game. Soren Johnson's Game Design Journal 2020-05-11, 4:28 pm (ISO 8601)
I've used it as a combat opener for a lunar druid. In humanoid form, jump into the middle of a pack of enemies and use Earth Tremor to knock them sensitively and stick them in the middle of difficult terrain, then wildly shape into something meaty as a bonus action. So their speed is effectively quartered, meaning their options for the first round of the fight is
limited to it from me, that's ideal considering I'm the tank. 2020-05-11, 22:31 (ISO 8601) You use it as a Storm Sorcerer to throw it into melee range and then leave. Or cast like a monk (with something like a Druid/Long Death hybrid) and then use your Step of the Wind Jump out. Originally posted by KOLE MOG, design a darn RPG system. Seriously, the
amount of ideas I've gained from your posts is valuable. You are a gem of the community here. Originally posted by Man_Over_Game 5th edition Homebrewery Prestige Options, changing primary attributes to open a world of new multiclassing. Adrenaline Surge, mounting Short Rests in the battle to establish bosses/Short Rest Classes. Pain, using
exhaustion to make tactical warriors. Fate Sorcery, lucky winner of the 5th D&amp;D Subclass Contest VII! 2020-05-12, 12:40 AM (ISO 8601) It is worth noting that Earth Tremor is actually printed with two different wordings in two books. In Elemental Evil, it has a range of Self (10 ft radius), and the spell says: You cause a tremor in the ground in a radius of
10ft ..., which is in line with spells like Thunderwave. When it was reprinted in Xanathar's, the range is only 10ft, and the spell says: You cause a tremor in the ground within range..., but does not give AoE or shape. I think what happened is that someone tried to clean up the spell formulation in translating it from EE to XGtE, but accidentally borked it instead.
But either way, the intention of the spell is that everyone within 10ft of the caster is affected by the spell, dark formulation notwithstanding. That's a very long-winded way of saying yes, it's effectively got a 25ft diameter. 2020-05-12, 05:24 AM (ISO 8601) Is it a Wizard's Spell? If so, it I think it would now work with Far spell where it wasn't before, giving 20
meters range and a circle of effect 45 feet wide. Last edited by Mr Adventurer; 2020-05-12 at 05:24. Am.
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